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(Received Feb. 29， 1996) 
In this paper， we report the fuzzy control system to run a bicyc1e stably and to 
avoid moving obstacles in a field. We developed a simulator system of bicyc1e by 
using a mathematical model of 4 degrees of freedom. Using fuzzy control method， we 
try to control the bicyc1e and to acquire the fuzzy control rules. Bicyc1e control needs 
the simultaneous control of posture and orbit because control of orbit causes s七rong
effect on the control of posture and vice versa. We construct the inference system 
to control bicyc1e with the multi-step fuzzy inference method we have proposed in 
this paper. This paper叫sodiscusses the results of obstacle avoidance by computer 










































































































































































とえば、 L= left， LB = left big， LM = left middle， LS = left small， ZO = zero， LVB = left very 
big， LVS = left very smallであり、 R= rightである。
表5:姿勢による危険度を推論する
ファジィルール
子¥《 LB LM LS zo RS RM RB 
LB LVB LVB LVB LVB LVS LVS RS 
LM LVB LVB LB LB LVS RS RB 
LS LVB LB LB LS RS RS RB 
zo LB LB LS zo RS RB RB 
RS LB LS LS RS RB RB RVB 
RM LB LS RVS RB RB RVB RVB 




三百二之 LB LM LS zo RS RM RB 
LB zo L L L L L L 
LM R zo L L L L L 
LS R R zo L L L L 
zo R R R zo L L L 
RS R R R R zo L L 
RM R R R R R zo L 
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(b)重心の傾き角の角速度 (degls) 
x刈φひ< ? 「 ー ー ?
0 
(c)ゴールの方向
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iL 1 vcos ct + (h ~in 8g +. h8g cos 8g) sin ct (6 = 0) 
9 1 vcosゆー Lrれinゆ(hsin九+h8g C08 8g) sinゆ (6 #-0) 
主 1vsinゅ-(hsinむ+h(JgCOS九)sinや (8= 0)




r Mggh sin (}g 
M叫gω尚9け+叫叫=~ M:川 mω0内いgけ+-:Jぷ勺2之:L:二i凶in6




8 arctペcos((}g+向)-tanα州九+(}bg sin 'Y ) 
(8 = 0) 
(8 > 0) 
(8 < 0) 
また、 (}bgとhは乗員の上半身の傾き角βを用いて、それぞれ次の式で計算される。
an(-A!叫)A +Bcos β/ 
h A cos (Jbg + B cos( (}bg + s) 
A MbHb+MrHs -
M. 9 
B ー竺予-
M g 
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